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A new boson is found
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Figure 2: Invariant mass distribution of diphoton candidates after all
selections of the inclusive analysis for the combined 7 TeV and 8 TeV
data. The result of a fit to the data with the sum of a SM Higgs boson
signal (withmH = 126.8 GeVand free signal strength) and background
is superimposed. The residuals of the data with respect to the fitted
background are displayed in the lower panel.

4.5. Results
The diphoton invariant mass distribution after selec-

tions for the full data sample is shown in Fig. 2. At the
maximum deviation from the background-only expec-
tation, which occurs for mH ! 126.5 GeV, the signif-
icance of the observed peak is 7.4! for the combined
7 TeV and 8 TeV data and the category-based analysis
(compared with 4.3! expected from SM Higgs boson
production at this mass), which establishes a discovery-
level signal in the "" channel alone. Table 5 lists the

Table 5: For the H " "" analysis of the
#
s = 8 TeV data, the num-

bers of events observed in the data (ND), the numbers of background
events (NB) estimated from fits to the data, and the expected SM Higgs
boson signal (NS ) for mH = 126.8 GeV, split by category. All num-
bers are given in a mass window centred at mH = 126.8 GeV and con-
taining 90% of the expected signal (the size of this window changes
from category to category and for the inclusive sample). The predicted
numbers of signal events in each of the ggF, VBF, WH, ZH and t  tH
processes are also given.

Category ND NB NS ggF VBF WH ZH t  tH
Untagged 14248 13582 350 320 19 7.0 4.2 1.0
Loose high-mass two-jet 41 28 5.0 2.3 2.7 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
Tight high-mass two-jet 23 13 7.7 1.8 5.9 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
Low-mass two-jet 19 21 3.1 1.5 < 0.1 0.92 0.54 < 0.1
Emiss

T significance 8 4 1.2 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.43 0.57 0.14
Lepton 20 12 2.7 < 0.1 < 0.1 1.7 0.41 0.50
All categories (inclusive) 13931 13205 370 330 27 10 5.8 1.7

observed number of events in the main categories, the
estimated background from fits to the data (described in

Section 4.3), and the predicted signal contributions from
the various production processes.

Additional interpretation of these results is presented
in Section 7.

5. The H! ZZ"! 4! channel

Despite the small branching ratio, this channel pro-
vides good sensitivity to Higgs boson studies, e.g. to
the coupling to Z bosons, mainly because of the large
signal-to-background ratio.

Events are required to have two pairs of same-flavour,
opposite-charge, isolated leptons: 4e, 2e2µ, 2µ2e, 4µ
(where final states with two electrons and two muons
are ordered by the flavour of the dilepton pair with mass
closest to the Z-boson mass). The largest background
comes from continuum (Z($)/"$)(Z($)/"$) production,
referred to hereafter as ZZ$. Important contributions
arise also from Z + jets and t  t production, where two
of the charged lepton candidates can come from decays
of hadrons with b- or c-quark content, misidentification
of light-quark jets, and photon conversions.

The analysis presented here is largely the same as that
described in Ref. [100] with only minor changes. The
electron identification is tightened in the 8 TeV data to
improve the background rejection for final states with
a pair of electrons forming the lower-mass Z$ boson.
The mass measurement uses a constrained fit to the Z
mass to improve the resolution. The lepton pairing is
modified to reduce the mis-pairing in the 4µ and 4e fi-
nal states, and the minimum requirement on the mass
of the second Z$ boson is relaxed. Final-state radiation
(FSR) is included in the reconstruction of the first Z($) in
events containing muons. Finally, a classification which
separates Higgs boson candidate events into ggF–like,
VBF–like and VH–like categories is introduced.

5.1. Event selection
The data are selected using single-lepton or dilepton

triggers. The pT threshold of the single-muon trigger is
24 GeV (18 GeV) in 2012 (2011) and the ET threshold
of the single-electron trigger is 24 GeV (20–22 GeV).
The dielectron trigger threshold is ET = 12 GeV and
the dimuon trigger threshold is pT = 13 GeV (10 GeV
in 2011) for both leptons. In addition, an asymmetric
dimuon trigger and electron–muon triggers are used as
described in Ref. [100]. The e!ciency for events pass-
ing the o"ine analysis cuts to be selected by at least one
of the above triggers is between 97% and 100%.

Muon and electron candidates are reconstructed as
described in Section 2. In the region |#| < 0.1, which
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Figure 7: Distribution of the four-lepton reconstructed mass for the sum of the 4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ
channels (left). Points represent the data, shaded histograms represent the background and
the unshaded histogram the signal expectation. Distribution of the kinematic discriminant KD
versus the four-lepton reconstructed mass m4` (right) with contours shown for the expected
relative density of signal events for mH = 126 GeV. The points show the data with measured
invariant mass uncertainties as horizontal bars.

verse momentum spectrum shows good agreement for a SM Higgs hypothesis in Category I.
In Category II no events with high rank of the VD (VD > 0.5), denoting VBF production, are
observed.

The signal strength µ, relative to the expectation for the SM Higgs boson, is measured to be
µ = 0.91+0.30

�0.24 at 125.8 GeV. It is found to be 0.85+0.32
�0.26 in Category I and 1.22+0.84

�0.57 in Category
II, as reported in Fig. 6 (left). Using simulation it is found that the kinematic discriminant KD
distribution for the signal at a mass around mH = 126 GeV is similar for a scalar, pseudo-scalar,
vector, pseudo-vector or a spin-two resonance with the minimal couplings [39]. Therefore the
analysis presented is nearly model-independent in the low-mass region. In the following, we
discuss in more detail the measurements of the new boson’s properties.

6.1 Mass measurement

The mass measurement of the new resonance is performed with a three-dimensional fit us-
ing for each event the four-lepton invariant mass, the associated per-event mass error, and the
kinematic discriminant. Per-event errors on the 4-lepton invariant mass are calculated from
the individual lepton momentum errors. Individual lepton momentum errors are computed
for muons using the full error matrix, as obtained from the muon track fit, and for electrons us-
ing the estimated momentum error, as obtained from the combination of the ECAL and tracker
measurements. More details are given in Appendix A. The shape of the per-event error distri-
butions for the signal and the ZZ background are extracted from the MC simulation and are
cross-checked with data in the control region for the ZZ background. The corresponding shape
for the reducible background is extracted from the control regions in data. The correlation be-
tween per-event errors and the kinematical discriminant can be neglected, as verified with MC

•Full 2011 (7TeV) + 2012 (8TeV) data shown in EPS2013
•~7σ significance in single channels

ATLAS H→γγ CMS H→ZZ*→4 lepton



Consistent with SM Higgs
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±3% variation of µ. The consistency between this mea-
surement and the SM Higgs boson expectation (µ = 1)
is about 7%; the use of a flat likelihood for the ggF QCD
scale systematic uncertainty in the quoted ±1! inter-
val yields a similar level of consistency with the µ = 1
hypothesis. The overall compatibility between the sig-
nal strengths measured in the three final states and the
SM predictions is about 14%, with the largest devia-
tion (! 1.9!) observed in the H " "" channel. Good
consistency between the measured and expected signal
strengths is also found for the various categories of the
H " "", H" ZZ#" 4# and H"WW#" #$#$ analyses,
which are the primary experimental inputs to the fit dis-
cussed in this section. If the preliminary H " %% [117]
and H " b  b [118] results, for which only part of the
8 TeV dataset is used (13 fb$1), were included, the com-
bined signal strength would be µ = 1.23 ± 0.18.

7.3. Evidence for production via vector-boson fusion
The measurements of the signal strengths described

in the previous section do not give direct information
on the relative contributions of the di!erent production
mechanisms. Furthermore, fixing the ratios of the pro-
duction cross sections for the various processes to the
values predicted by the Standard Model may conceal
tensions between the data and the theory. Therefore,
in addition to the signal strengths for di!erent decay
modes, the signal strengths of di!erent production pro-
cesses contributing to the same decay mode4 are deter-
mined, exploiting the sensitivity o!ered by the use of
event categories in the analyses of the three channels.

The data are fitted separating vector-boson-mediated
processes, VBF and VH, from gluon-mediated pro-
cesses, ggF and ttH, involving fermion (mainly top-
quark) loops or legs.5 Two signal strength parameters,
µggF+ttH = µggF = µttH and µVBF+VH = µVBF = µVH ,
which scale the SM-predicted rates to those observed,
are introduced for each of the considered final states.
The results are shown in Fig. 7. The 95% CL con-
tours of the measurements are consistent with the SM
expectation. A combination of all channels would pro-
vide a higher-sensitivity test of the theory. This can
be done in a model-independent way (i.e. without as-
sumptions on the Higgs boson branching ratios) by
measuring the ratios (µVBF+VH % B/BSM)/(µggF+ttH %

4Such an approach avoids model assumptions needed for a con-
sistent parameterisation of production and decay modes in terms of
Higgs boson couplings.

5Such a separation is possible under the assumption that the kine-
matic properties of these production modes agree with the SM predic-
tions within uncertainties.
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Figure 6: The measured production strengths for a Higgs boson of
massmH =125.5 GeV, normalised to the SM expectations, for diboson
final states and their combination. Results are also given for the main
categories of each analysis (described in Sections 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2).
The best-fit values are shown by the solid vertical lines, with the total
±1! uncertainty indicated by the shaded band, and the statistical un-
certainty by the superimposed horizontal error bars. The numbers in
the second column specify the contributions of the (symmetrised) sta-
tistical uncertainty (top), the total (experimental and theoretical) sys-
tematic uncertainty (middle), and the theory uncertainty (bottom) on
the signal cross section (from QCD scale, PDF, and branching ratios)
alone; for the individual categories only the statistical uncertainty is
given.

B/BSM) for the individual channels and their combina-
tion. The results of the fit to the data with the likeli-
hood "(µVBF+VH/µggF+ttH) are shown in Fig. 8. Good
agreement with the SM expectation is observed for the
individual final states and their combination.

To test the sensitivity to VBF production alone, the
data are also fitted with the ratio µVBF/µggF+ttH . A value

µVBF/µggF+ttH = 1.4+0.4
$0.3 (stat) +0.6

$0.4 (sys) (5)

is obtained from the combination of the three channels
(Fig. 9), where the main components of the system-
atic uncertainty come from the theoretical predictions
for the ggF contributions to the various categories and
jet multiplicities and the knowledge of the jet energy
scale and resolution. This result provides evidence at
the 3.3! level that a fraction of Higgs boson production
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Figure 4: Summary of Higgs analysis sensitivities wth 300 fb�1and 3000 fb�1at
p

s = 14 TeV for a SM
Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV. Left: Uncertainty on the signal strength. For the H ! ⌧⌧ channels
the thin brown bars show the expected precision reached from extrapolating all tau-tau channels studied
in the current 7 TeV and 8 TeV analysis to 300 fb�1, instead of using the dedicated studies at 300 fb�1

and 3000 fb�1 that are based only in the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ channels. Right: Uncertainty on ratios of partial
decay width fitted to all channels. The hashed areas indicate the increase of the estimated error due to
current theory systematic uncertainties.

uncertainties included. The right-hand figure compares the 300 fb�1 and 3000 fb�1 results with
no theory uncertainties included.

4.1.1 Sensitivity to the Higgs self-coupling

An important feature of the Standard Model Higgs boson is its self-coupling. The tri-linear self-
coupling �HHH can be measured through an interference e↵ect in Higgs boson pair production.
At hadron colliders, the dominant production mechanism is gluon-gluon fusion. At

p
s = 14

TeV, the production cross section of a pair of 125 GeV Higgs bosons is estimated at NLO to be2

34+18%
�15%(QCD scale)±3%(PDFs) fb. Figure 6 shows the three contributing diagrams in which the

2The cross section is calculated using the HPAIR package [15]. Theoretical uncertainties are provided by Michael Spira in
private communication.
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Coupling measurements at ILC 
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SUSY 

Is this SM or BSM Higgs?

4S. Komamiya, Seattle 2013 (Snowmass Energy Frontier)

Next important task: measure its coupling to SM particles

ATLAS-PHYS-PUB-2013-007
HL-LHC prospects for
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The LHeC project
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Figure 4: Schematic view of the default LHeC racetrack configuration. Each linac accelerates the beam to 10GeV,
which leads to a 60GeV electron energy at the interaction point after three passes through the opposite linear structures
of 60 cavity-cryo modules each. The arc radius is about 1 km, mainly determined by the synchrotron radiation loss of
the 60GeV beam which is decelerated for recovering the beam power after having passed the IP. The default tunnel
circumference is 1/3 that of the LHC. The tunnel is designed to be tangential to IP2. Detailed civil engineering
considerations are described in the CDR.

where Ne = 109 is the number of electrons per bunch, Np = 1.7 · 1011 the number of protons per
bunch, f = 1/� = 40MHz the bunch frequency with the bunch distance � = 25ns, ✏p = 3.7µm the
normalized proton transverse beam emittance and �⇤ = 0.1m the value of the proton beta function
at the IP, assumed to be equal in x and y. The just quoted numbers are taken from the CDR.
They correspond to the nominal LHC proton beam parameters and lead to a peak luminosity of
1033 cm�2s�1. The electron beam current is given as

Ie = eNef =
P

Ee

, (2)

where Ie is given in mA, P is the electron beam power, in MW, and Ee the electron beam energy
in GeV. From the values above one derives that the current to reach 1033 cm�2s�1 under the quoted
conditions is Ie = 6.4mA. This corresponds to 384MW beam power at Ee = 60GeV. Given a
100MW wall-plug power limit for the design this can only be realized in an energy recovery mode.
This implies CW operation which can be realized with SC cavity gradients of about 20MV/m for
two linacs of 1 km length each. The configuration considered in the CDR uses P0 = 24MW linac
grid power, which assumes an ERL e�ciency of ⌘ = 0.94 and P = P0/(1� ⌘). A total of 78MW is
foreseen assuming a cryogenics power consumption of 21MW, which may be reduced with a quality
factor Q0 of the superconducting (SC) cavities exceeding the assumed 2.5 · 1010, and 23MW for the
compensation of synchrotron losses in the return arcs. The quality of the SC cavity and mastering
the ERL technique are critical to the success of the LHeC.

The luminosity may be further enhanced because the proton beam brightness, Np/✏p, is expected
to be larger by a factor of 2.5 than here assumed, the electron current may be doubled based on
an enlarged Q0 value and �⇤ could be reduced to 5 cm. If all these improvements were realized the
LHeC would be an ep collider with a luminosity of 1034 cm�2s�1 enhancing substantially its Higgs
and BSM physics potential. Small corrections to Eq. 1 as are discussed in the CDR, may be an

9

hourglass reduction factor of 0.9, a luminosity enlargement for e�p from pinch e↵ects of 1.35, and
perhaps a reduction to 2/3 if a clearing gap was introduced for fast ion stability. Table 4.2 presents
LHeC parameters, including, in parentheses, values for the increased luminosity version.

parameter [unit] LHeC
species e� p, 208Pb82+

beam energy (/nucleon) [GeV] 60 7000, 2760
bunch spacing [ns] 25, 100 25, 100
bunch intensity (nucleon) [1010] 0.1 (0.2), 0.4 17 (22), 2.5
beam current [mA] 6.4 (12.8) 860 (1110), 6
rms bunch length [mm] 0.6 75.5
polarization [%] 90 none, none
normalized rms emittance [µm] 50 3.75 (2.0), 1.5
geometric rms emittance [nm] 0.43 0.50 (0.31)
IP beta function �⇤

x,y [m] 0.12 (0.032) 0.1 (0.05)
IP spot size [µm] 7.2 (3.7) 7.2 (3.7)
synchrotron tune Qs — 1.9⇥ 10�3

hadron beam-beam parameter 0.0001 (0.0002)
lepton disruption parameter D 6 (30)
crossing angle 0 (detector-integrated dipole)
hourglass reduction factor Hhg 0.91 (0.67)
pinch enhancement factor HD 1.35
CM energy [TeV] 1300, 810
luminosity / nucleon [1033 cm�2s�1] 1 (10), 0.2

Table 1: LHeC ep and eA collider parameters. The numbers give the default CDR values, with optimum values for
maximum ep luminosity in parentheses and values for the ePb configuration separated by a comma.

4.3 Components and frequency choice

In the CDR [5], designs of the magnets, RF, cryogenic and further components have been considered
in quite some detail. Main parameters for both the RR and the LR configurations are summarized
in Tab. 4.3. The total number of magnets (dipoles and quadrupoles excluding the few special IR
magnets) and cavities is 4160 for the ring and 5978 for the linac case. The majority are the 3080 (3504)
normal conducting dipole magnets of 5.4 (4)m length for the ring (linac return arcs), for which short
model prototypes have been successfully built, testing di↵erent magnet concepts at BINP Novosibirsk
and at CERN as is described in the CDR. The number of high quality cavities for the two linacs
is 960, possibly grouped in 120 cavity-cryo modules. This is an order of magnitude less than is
required for the ILC. For the RF frequency values significantly below 1GHz are suggested by beam
dynamics studies, RF power considerations with NbTi grain and operating temperature e↵ects and
synchrotron loss compensation systems. The specific value has to be a multiple of the LHC bunch
frequency and was recently chosen to be 802MHz for genuine synergy with the HL-LHC higher
harmonic RF system. The cryogenics system for the linac critically depends on the cooling power
per cavity, which for the draft design is assumed to be 32W at a temperature of 2K. This leads
to a cryogenics system with a total electric grid power of 21MW. The development of a cavity-cryo
module for the LHeC is directed to achieve a high Q0 value and to reduce the dissipated heat per
cavity, which will reduce the dimension of the cryogenics system.

10

60GeV electron beam in
racetrack-ERL + 7TeV 
proton in LHC (and Pb)
√s(ep) = 1.3TeV (4x HERA)

Baseline design:
L=1033 (10  fb-1/y)
High-lumi option:
L=1034 (100 fb-1/y)

LHeC Study Group, arXiv.1211.5102
O. Brüning and M. Klein, arXiv:1305.2090



The LHeC project

•LHeC is the highest-energy ep facility (also eA)
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Cross-Sections 
! Used Madgraph and CTEQ6L for e-p scattering 

! Set scales to MH. Little scale dependence 
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FIG. 1: Higgs boson production at an ep collider through
WW fusion and the HWW vertex.

in such studies [8–10]. As pointed out in Refs. [11, 12]
a study of e+e! ! tt̄H0 production o!ers the possibil-
ity of a clear and unambiguous determination of the CP
properties of the H0; however, at the LHC this process
may be accessible only in the high energy and luminosity
phase. However, it is interesting to note that the pro-
duction of a Higgs boson in the WW fusion process in
the charged current reactions e + p ! !H0X [13, 14]
or ! + p ! eH0X [15] arise only from a single Feyn-
man diagram involving the HWW vertex as shown in

the Figure 1 for e + p ! !e +X +H(bb̄). These modi-
fied charged current (CC) processes not only provide the
best way to observe the H ! bb̄ decay, but also render
the measurement of the HWW vertex free from possi-
ble contamination by contributions from HZZ or H""
vertices. Moreover, the ep collision has an additional ad-
vantage over the LHC in that the initial states would be
asymmetric. Thus, we can disentangle backward scatter-
ing from forward scattering and study these separately,
which is not possible at the LHC. In this letter, there-
fore, we focus on the measurement of the HWW vertex
in such CC events at the high-energy high-luminosity ep
collider envisaged in the LHeC proposal [13], where a
high energy (" 50 # 150 GeV) beam of electrons would
be made to collide with the multi-TeV beams from the
LHC. Such a machine will have a centre-of-mass energy
as high as 1 # 1.5 TeV and can therefore produce H0

events copiously [13, 14].
A glance at Figure 1 will show that the final state has

missing transverse energy (MET) and three jets J1, J2
and J3, of which two (say J2 and J3) can be tagged as b-
jets. At the parton level, the squared and spin-summed-
averaged matrix element for the process

e!(k1) + q(k2) #! !e(p1) + q"(p2) +H(p3)

can now be worked out to be

|M|2 =

!
4#3$3

sin6 %W
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where the invariant variables are defined by ŝ = (k1 +
k2)2, t̂1 = (k1 # p1)2, û1 = (k1 # p2)2, ŝ1 = (p1 + p2)2,
t̂2 = (k2 # p1)2 and û2 = (k2 # p2)2. The first term in-
side the square brackets is the SM contribution and is,
of course, just the beta decay matrix element. The other
terms include direct and interference BSM contributions
of both CP -conserving and CP -violating types and even
a crossed term between the two types of BSM contribu-
tions.
The expression in Eqn. (4), though exact, is not very

transparent. It can be shown [4], however, that in the
limit when there is practically no energy transfer to the
W bosons and the final states are very forward, the CP -
conserving (CP -violating) coupling & (&") contributes to
the matrix element for this process a term of the form

M! % +& 'pT1.'pT2 M"
! % #&" 'pT1.'pT2 , (5)

where 'pT1 is the vector of the missing transverse energy.
These terms M! and M"

! both go through a zero when
the azimuthal angle "(MET!J between the non-b jet J1

(arising from the parton q") and the missing transverse
energy is #/2 or 3#/2. When M! and M"

! are added
to the relatively flat (in "(MET!J) SM background, one
predicts a curve with a peak (dip) around "(MET!J &
0(#) for the & operator and the opposite behaviour for
the &" operator, when the signs of &,&" are positive and
vice versa when they are negative. The exact behaviour is
illustrated in Figure 2, which was generated for the case
of a 140 GeV electron colliding with a 6.5 TeV proton
and setting the Higgs boson mass to 125 GeV. Since the
approximations which reduce Eqn. (4) to Eqn. (5) are
somewhat too drastic, these curves show the expected
qualitative behaviour but the peaks (dips) are somewhat
displaced from the values quoted above.

In generating these ‘theoretical’ distributions, no kine-
matic cuts were applied. The choices of &,&" = 0,±1
in Figure 2 are completely ad hoc – in a specific BSM
model the actual value can vary considerably – but they
serve the purposes of illustration well. Of course, the
precise value of & (or &") is crucial to any actual study

σ~100fb
for Ee=60GeV

1. Hbb couping measurement (deemed challenging at LHC)
   Tokyo Tech - M. Ishitsuka, K. Kimura (M-thesis), MK
    Liverpool - C. Hengler, U. Klein          (for LHeC CDR arXiv:1206.2913)
2. CP property of Higgs (test of anomalous HWW coupling)
   S. Biswal, R. Godbole, B. Mellado, S. Raychaudhuri
   Phys. Rev. Lett. 109 (2012) 261801

   Vector-Boson Fusion
(already established at LHC)
   VBF tagging forward jet



Higgs at LHeC
Background (example)

CC: 3 jets (~57pb)  CC: single top production 
(~4.1pb)  

CC: Z production (~0.11pb)  NC: b pair production 
(~1.1nb)

Signal
CC: H → bb (BR ~ 0.7 at MH=120GeV) 

σ・B~ 0.16 pb

at √s=2.05TeV

8

NOTE: numbers are after
pre-selection in generator

9

NOTE: The plots shown are from initial study 
for LHeC CDR (1206.2913),  Ee = 150GeV.
Results also given for 60GeV (see later).



LHeC in simulation

✴ Calculate cross-section with tree-level 
Feynman diagrams

✴ Generate final state of outgoing particles

Event generation

by MadGraph/MadEvent

•SM Higgs production
•CC & NC background

•Fragmentation
•Hadronization

Fast detector simulation
by PGS

H → bb selection

Input parameters:
n 150 GeV electron beam
n 7 TeV proton beam
n 120 GeV SM Higgs boson mass
(+ 60 GeV configuration as comparison)

Generator level cuts
n pT > 5GeV (for parton besides b)
n |η| < 5.0
n For NC: Number of b quarks ≧ 2

by Pythia (+ mod. for ep)

9

LHeC CDR arXiv:1206.2913

10



LHeC in simulation

• Generic detector with
‒ Coverage: 

• Tracking:        |η| < 3
• Calorimeter:    |η| < 5

‒ Calorimeter resolution
• EM:  1% ⊕ 5%/√E
• Hadron: 60%/√E
• Cell size: (Δη,Δφ) = (0.03, 0.03)

‒ Jet reconstructed by cone algorithm 
(ΔR=0.7)

‒ b-tag performance
• Flat efficiency for |η| < 3
• Efficiency/mis-ID

‒ b-jet:       60%
‒ c-jet:       10%
‒ Other jets:     1%

Event generation
•SM Higgs production
•CC & NC background

•Fragmentation
•Hadronization

by Pythia (+ mod. for ep)

Fast detector simulation
by PGS

H → bb selection

by MadGraph/MadEvent

1011



Selection of H→bb
• NC rejection

‒ Exclude electron-tagged events
‒ ET,miss > 20GeV
‒ Njet (pT > 20GeV) ≧ 3
‒ ET,total > 100GeV
‒ yJB < 0.9, Q2JB > 400GeV

• b-tag requirement
‒ Nb-jet (pT > 20GeV) ≧ 2

• Higgs invariant mass
‒ 90 < MH < 120GeV

• Single top rejection
‒ Mjjj,top > 250GeV
‒ Mjj,W > 130GeV

• Forward jet tagging
‒ ηjet > 2 (lowest η excluding b-tagged jets)

for |η| < 3
  b-jet identification: ε= 60%
  c-jet mis-ID:   ε= 10%
  Other jet mis-ID: ε= 1%

b-tag efficiency model

H→bb
CC BG
NC BG

1113



Selection of H→bb
• NC rejection

‒ Exclude electron-tagged events
‒ ET,miss > 20GeV
‒ Njet (pT > 20GeV) ≧ 3
‒ ET,total > 100GeV
‒ yJB < 0.9, Q2JB > 400GeV

• b-tag requirement
‒ Nb-jet (pT > 20GeV) ≧ 2

• Higgs invariant mass
‒ 90 < MH < 120GeV

• Single top rejection
‒ Mjjj,top > 250GeV
‒ Mjj,W > 130GeV

• Forward jet tagging
‒ ηjet > 2 (lowest η excluding b-tagged jets)

⇒ 44% of remaining BG is single-top…

⇒10% mis-ID

H→bb
CC BG
NC BG

1214



Selection of H→bb
• NC rejection

‒ Exclude electron-tagged events
‒ ET,miss > 20GeV
‒ Njet (pT > 20GeV) ≧ 3
‒ ET,total > 100GeV
‒ yJB < 0.9, Q2JB > 400GeV

• b-tag requirement
‒ Nb-jet (pT > 20GeV) ≧ 2

• Higgs invariant mass
‒ 90 < MH < 120GeV

• Single top rejection
‒ Mjjj,top > 250GeV
‒ Mjj,W > 130GeV

• Forward jet tagging
‒ ηjet > 2 (lowest η excluding b-tagged jets)

H→bb
CC BG
NC BG

1315



Selection of H→bb
• NC rejection

‒ Exclude electron-tagged events
‒ ET,miss > 20GeV
‒ Njet (pT > 20GeV) ≧ 3
‒ ET,total > 100GeV
‒ yJB < 0.9, Q2JB > 400GeV

• b-tag requirement
‒ Nb-jet (pT > 20GeV) ≧ 2

• Higgs invariant mass
‒ 90 < MH < 120GeV

• Single top rejection
‒ Mjjj,top > 250GeV
‒ Mjj,W > 130GeV

• Forward jet tagging
‒ ηjet > 2 (lowest η excluding b-tagged jets)

H → bb signal

H→bb
CC BG
NC BG

Coordinate:
z-axis along proton beam

14

cf.
T. Han, B. Mellado
Phys. Rev. D82 (2010) 016009
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Selection of H→bb
• NC rejection

‒ Exclude electron-tagged events
‒ ET,miss > 20GeV
‒ Njet (pT > 20GeV) ≧ 3
‒ ET,total > 100GeV
‒ yJB < 0.9, Q2JB > 400GeV

• b-tag requirement
‒ Nb-jet (pT > 20GeV) ≧ 2

• Higgs invariant mass
‒ 90 < MH < 120GeV

• Single top rejection
‒ Mjjj,top > 250GeV
‒ Mjj,W > 130GeV

• Forward jet tagging
‒ ηjet > 2 (lowest η excluding b-tagged jets)

H→bb
CC BG
NC BG

Di-jet invariant mass after all selection

15

Z→bb background

18



CDR Results (for Ee=150GeV)
• Beam energy:

‒ Electron beam 150 GeV
‒ Proton beam 7 TeV

• SM Higgs mass 120 GeV
• Luminosity  10 fb-1

H→bb CC DIS NC bbj S/N S/√N

NC rejection

+ b-tag requirement
+ Higgs invariant mass
All cuts

816 123000 4630 6.38×10-3 2.28

178 1620 179 9.92×10-2 4.21

84.6 29.1 18.3 1.79 12.3
16

Signal and background cut flow

19



60GeV case (current baseline)

• Beam energy:
‒ Electron beam 150 GeV ⇒ 60 GeV
‒ Proton beam 7 TeV

• SM Higgs mass 120 GeV
• Luminosity  10 fb-1 ⇒ 100 fb-1

                                     (1 year in high-lumi option!)!

Ee = 150 GeV
(10 fb-1)

Ee = 60 GeV
(100 fb-1)

H → bb signal

S/N

S/√N

84.6 248

1.79 1.05

12.3 16.1
17

A.3. missing ET のハドロニックカロリメーターエネルギー分解能への依存性 iii
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図 A.2: Ee = 60GeV、MH = 120 GeV の場合の不変質量分布。

CC H ! bb Purity Figure of meritカット
e!ciency（%） （Nsignal/(NCCbg +NNCbg)） （Nsignal/

!
Nbg）

3230/(2.75" 106 + 5.07" 107)
Generetor level -

= 6.04" 10!5 0.442

Cut 1 & 2& 124/(60.3 + 37.9)

3 & 4 & 5
3.84

= 1.26
12.5

表 A.4: 事象選別後の検出効率および purity、figure of merit。

GeV の場合に比べ 40% 程になってしまうものの、５倍の高いルミノシティーが
期待されるため観測事象数は増加する。またバックグランドの反応断面積も表A.3

に示されるように減少する。この時 CC H ! bb 事象の figure of merit は 12.5 !

となる。

A.3 missing ETのハドロニックカロリメーターエネル
ギー分解能への依存性

missing ET は 4.2.4 項で述べたようにハドロニックカロリメーターへのエネル
ギー分解能に依存する。NC バックグランドの削減にはmissing ET カットが非常
に有効であった。そこでHCal のエネルギー分解能を 80%・60%・40% とした場

20



CP property of Higgs

18

HVV coupling in SM and Beyond SM

17 

S. Biswal, R. Godbole,  B.M. and a S. Raychaudhuri Phys.Rev.Lett. 109 (2012) 261801  

S. Biswal, R. Godbole, B. Mellado, S. Raychaudhuri
Phys. Rev. Lett. 109 (2012) 261801

LHeC can probe anomalous HWW couplings
independent of other (HZZ, Hγγ) couplings
since WW fusion in CC is dominant production.
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FIG. 1: Higgs boson production at an ep collider through
WW fusion and the HWW vertex.

in such studies [8–10]. As pointed out in Refs. [11, 12]
a study of e+e! ! tt̄H0 production o!ers the possibil-
ity of a clear and unambiguous determination of the CP
properties of the H0; however, at the LHC this process
may be accessible only in the high energy and luminosity
phase. However, it is interesting to note that the pro-
duction of a Higgs boson in the WW fusion process in
the charged current reactions e + p ! !H0X [13, 14]
or ! + p ! eH0X [15] arise only from a single Feyn-
man diagram involving the HWW vertex as shown in

the Figure 1 for e + p ! !e +X +H(bb̄). These modi-
fied charged current (CC) processes not only provide the
best way to observe the H ! bb̄ decay, but also render
the measurement of the HWW vertex free from possi-
ble contamination by contributions from HZZ or H""
vertices. Moreover, the ep collision has an additional ad-
vantage over the LHC in that the initial states would be
asymmetric. Thus, we can disentangle backward scatter-
ing from forward scattering and study these separately,
which is not possible at the LHC. In this letter, there-
fore, we focus on the measurement of the HWW vertex
in such CC events at the high-energy high-luminosity ep
collider envisaged in the LHeC proposal [13], where a
high energy (" 50 # 150 GeV) beam of electrons would
be made to collide with the multi-TeV beams from the
LHC. Such a machine will have a centre-of-mass energy
as high as 1 # 1.5 TeV and can therefore produce H0

events copiously [13, 14].
A glance at Figure 1 will show that the final state has

missing transverse energy (MET) and three jets J1, J2
and J3, of which two (say J2 and J3) can be tagged as b-
jets. At the parton level, the squared and spin-summed-
averaged matrix element for the process

e!(k1) + q(k2) #! !e(p1) + q"(p2) +H(p3)

can now be worked out to be

|M|2 =
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where the invariant variables are defined by ŝ = (k1 +
k2)2, t̂1 = (k1 # p1)2, û1 = (k1 # p2)2, ŝ1 = (p1 + p2)2,
t̂2 = (k2 # p1)2 and û2 = (k2 # p2)2. The first term in-
side the square brackets is the SM contribution and is,
of course, just the beta decay matrix element. The other
terms include direct and interference BSM contributions
of both CP -conserving and CP -violating types and even
a crossed term between the two types of BSM contribu-
tions.
The expression in Eqn. (4), though exact, is not very

transparent. It can be shown [4], however, that in the
limit when there is practically no energy transfer to the
W bosons and the final states are very forward, the CP -
conserving (CP -violating) coupling & (&") contributes to
the matrix element for this process a term of the form

M! % +& 'pT1.'pT2 M"
! % #&" 'pT1.'pT2 , (5)

where 'pT1 is the vector of the missing transverse energy.
These terms M! and M"

! both go through a zero when
the azimuthal angle "(MET!J between the non-b jet J1

(arising from the parton q") and the missing transverse
energy is #/2 or 3#/2. When M! and M"

! are added
to the relatively flat (in "(MET!J) SM background, one
predicts a curve with a peak (dip) around "(MET!J &
0(#) for the & operator and the opposite behaviour for
the &" operator, when the signs of &,&" are positive and
vice versa when they are negative. The exact behaviour is
illustrated in Figure 2, which was generated for the case
of a 140 GeV electron colliding with a 6.5 TeV proton
and setting the Higgs boson mass to 125 GeV. Since the
approximations which reduce Eqn. (4) to Eqn. (5) are
somewhat too drastic, these curves show the expected
qualitative behaviour but the peaks (dips) are somewhat
displaced from the values quoted above.

In generating these ‘theoretical’ distributions, no kine-
matic cuts were applied. The choices of &,&" = 0,±1
in Figure 2 are completely ad hoc – in a specific BSM
model the actual value can vary considerably – but they
serve the purposes of illustration well. Of course, the
precise value of & (or &") is crucial to any actual study

CP CP

(advantage to LHC, ILC)

Vector
Boson
Fusion



Azimuthal correlation
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FIG. 2: Azimuthal angle distributions in the SM and with
anomalous HWW couplings.

– in the limit ! ! 0 (or !! ! 0) we would naturally get
distributions which are practically indistinguishable from
the SM prediction. In our subsequent analysis, we shall
see how we can constrain the values of !,!! is a model-
independent way. We find it convenient to study the
cases of CP conserving anomalous couplings and CP -
violating anomalous couplings separately, for the CP -
conserving ! term will be generated even in the SM at
one-loop level, whereas the CP -violating !! will arise at
this order only if there is new BSM physics. Thus, in
Figure 2, we consider ! "= 0 when !! = 0 and vice versa.

In this, and the subsequent numerical analysis, we are
careful to use the exact formulae in Eqn. (4), convo-
luted with parton density functions from the CTEQ6L
set [16] as well as the MSTW-2008 set [17]. PDF errors
were estimated by running over all the available CTEQ6L
and MSTW LO data sets. We found that Hessian errors
and di!erences in fitting techniques between CTEQ and
MSTW PDFs do lead to fairly significant overall changes
in the overall cross-section, but when it comes to the nor-
malised distribution in azimuthal angle of Figure 2, the
di!erences turn out to be so small that they can practi-
cally be absorbed in the thickness of the lines shown on
Figure 2. We do not, therefore, include PDF uncertain-
ties in our error analysis. It is also worth noting that if we
vary the Higgs boson mass between 120 # 130 GeV, the
production cross-section changes somewhat, but again
this hardly a!ects the normalised distributions shown in
Figure 2.

In order to go beyond the simple-minded parton-level
study, however, it is necessary to apply kinematic cuts
and simulate the fragmentation of the partons to jets,
before a realistic estimate of the sensitivity of this pro-
cess to ! and !! can be estimated. These e!ects tend
to distort the characteristic curves shown in Figure 2 –
but not enough to disrupt their qualitative di!erences.
Instead of making a detailed simulation of the fragmen-
tation processes, however, we have smeared the par-
tonic energies with the hadronic energy relative resolu-
tion "E/E =

!
#2/E + $2 where # = 0.6 GeV1/2 and

$ = 0.03. This leads to a resolution of about 7% on the
invariant mass of the Higgs boson if we do not smear
the angular distribution of the jets. Once this is done,
we have made a detailed simulation based on the exact
kinematic criteria and e"ciencies adopted in Ref. [14],
which studies the same process from the point of view of
determining Hbb̄ coupling for a SM Higgs boson. These
criteria may be summarised as follows:

1. It is required that MET > 25GeV.

2. Presence of two b-partons with pbT > 30 GeV and
|%b| < 2.5. The invariant mass of these b-partons
must lie within 10 GeV of the Higgs boson mass.

3. Of the remaining partons, the leading one must
have pT > 30 GeV and 1 < % < 5. This will be
called the forward tagging parton.

4. We require #&MET"J > 0.2 rad for all the jets (J).

5. A veto on leptons (' = e, µ, () with p!T > 10 GeV
and |%!| < 2.5 is required.

6. The invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidate
and the forward tagging jet must be greater than
250 GeV.

7. b-tagging e"ciency: )b = 0.6 for |%b| < 2.5. The
mis-tagging factor for c and light quark jets is taken
as 0.1 and 0.01 respectively.

Taking all these criteria, the azimuthal distribution has
been simulated in 10 bins, each of width */5, and the
signal for each value of ! (!!) and SM backgrounds have
been calculated in each bin using the same formulae used
to create Figure 2. Assuming statistical errors dependent
on the integrated luminosity, L, we then determine the
sensitivity, for a given L, of the experiment to !,!! by
making a log-likelihood analysis. The background es-
timation has been taken from the studies described in
Ref. [18]. It may be noted that these criteria are opti-
mised for a Higgs mass of 120 GeV, as in in Ref. [14], and
could change marginally for the favoured range set by the
experimental collaborations [3]. However, such changes
hardly matter for the present analysis.
Our results are exhibited in Figure 3, where we present

95% exclusion plots for the anomalous couplings as a
function of L. The left panel shows the exclusion plot
for !, while the right shows the exclusion plot for !!.
It is clear from this figure that by the time the LHeC
has collected 10 fb"1 of data, we will be able to discover
anomalous couplings down to the level of 0.3 or lower, or
else to exclude such couplings and establish to that extent
that the HWW vertex indeed resembles the SM vertex.
We note that the process in question is somewhat more
sensitive to the CP -even coupling, as evidenced by the
narrower inaccessible region indicated on the left panel.
It is interesting to ask what happens if the energy

of the electron beam is di!erent from 140 GeV, as as-
sumed in the previous discussion. The azimuthal an-
gle distributions shown in Figure 2 hardly change as the
electron beam energy Ee is changed through 50 GeV to
200 GeV. The acceptance of the CC Higgs boson sig-
nal has been evaluated in [14]. If Ee is decreased while
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FIG. 1: Higgs boson production at an ep collider through
WW fusion and the HWW vertex.

in such studies [8–10]. As pointed out in Refs. [11, 12]
a study of e+e! ! tt̄H0 production o!ers the possibil-
ity of a clear and unambiguous determination of the CP
properties of the H0; however, at the LHC this process
may be accessible only in the high energy and luminosity
phase. However, it is interesting to note that the pro-
duction of a Higgs boson in the WW fusion process in
the charged current reactions e + p ! !H0X [13, 14]
or ! + p ! eH0X [15] arise only from a single Feyn-
man diagram involving the HWW vertex as shown in

the Figure 1 for e + p ! !e +X +H(bb̄). These modi-
fied charged current (CC) processes not only provide the
best way to observe the H ! bb̄ decay, but also render
the measurement of the HWW vertex free from possi-
ble contamination by contributions from HZZ or H""
vertices. Moreover, the ep collision has an additional ad-
vantage over the LHC in that the initial states would be
asymmetric. Thus, we can disentangle backward scatter-
ing from forward scattering and study these separately,
which is not possible at the LHC. In this letter, there-
fore, we focus on the measurement of the HWW vertex
in such CC events at the high-energy high-luminosity ep
collider envisaged in the LHeC proposal [13], where a
high energy (" 50 # 150 GeV) beam of electrons would
be made to collide with the multi-TeV beams from the
LHC. Such a machine will have a centre-of-mass energy
as high as 1 # 1.5 TeV and can therefore produce H0

events copiously [13, 14].
A glance at Figure 1 will show that the final state has

missing transverse energy (MET) and three jets J1, J2
and J3, of which two (say J2 and J3) can be tagged as b-
jets. At the parton level, the squared and spin-summed-
averaged matrix element for the process

e!(k1) + q(k2) #! !e(p1) + q"(p2) +H(p3)

can now be worked out to be
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where the invariant variables are defined by ŝ = (k1 +
k2)2, t̂1 = (k1 # p1)2, û1 = (k1 # p2)2, ŝ1 = (p1 + p2)2,
t̂2 = (k2 # p1)2 and û2 = (k2 # p2)2. The first term in-
side the square brackets is the SM contribution and is,
of course, just the beta decay matrix element. The other
terms include direct and interference BSM contributions
of both CP -conserving and CP -violating types and even
a crossed term between the two types of BSM contribu-
tions.
The expression in Eqn. (4), though exact, is not very

transparent. It can be shown [4], however, that in the
limit when there is practically no energy transfer to the
W bosons and the final states are very forward, the CP -
conserving (CP -violating) coupling & (&") contributes to
the matrix element for this process a term of the form

M! % +& 'pT1.'pT2 M"
! % #&" 'pT1.'pT2 , (5)

where 'pT1 is the vector of the missing transverse energy.
These terms M! and M"

! both go through a zero when
the azimuthal angle "(MET!J between the non-b jet J1

(arising from the parton q") and the missing transverse
energy is #/2 or 3#/2. When M! and M"

! are added
to the relatively flat (in "(MET!J) SM background, one
predicts a curve with a peak (dip) around "(MET!J &
0(#) for the & operator and the opposite behaviour for
the &" operator, when the signs of &,&" are positive and
vice versa when they are negative. The exact behaviour is
illustrated in Figure 2, which was generated for the case
of a 140 GeV electron colliding with a 6.5 TeV proton
and setting the Higgs boson mass to 125 GeV. Since the
approximations which reduce Eqn. (4) to Eqn. (5) are
somewhat too drastic, these curves show the expected
qualitative behaviour but the peaks (dips) are somewhat
displaced from the values quoted above.

In generating these ‘theoretical’ distributions, no kine-
matic cuts were applied. The choices of &,&" = 0,±1
in Figure 2 are completely ad hoc – in a specific BSM
model the actual value can vary considerably – but they
serve the purposes of illustration well. Of course, the
precise value of & (or &") is crucial to any actual study

ΔΦ between 
missing ET and
forward CC jet
(VBF tagging jet)

Large modification at ΔΦ~ 0, π
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FIG. 3: Exclusion plots obtainable by a study of the azimuthal angle distributions at the LHeC for the CP -even coupling !
and the CP -odd coupling !!.

keeping the energy of the proton beam constant, the
acceptance decreases minimally so long as Ee is above
100 GeV, but begins to decrease significantly for Ee less
than 100 GeV. The acceptance of the Higgs boson signal
for Ee = 50 GeV is, in fact, diminished by 25% with re-
spect to that of Ee = 100 GeV. Most of this acceptance
loss stems from the requirement of two b-jets. Part of the
acceptance can be recovered by allowing for tracking and
calorimeter coverage to increase in the forward direction.
In summary, the LHeC is the only machine where one

can measure the HWW coupling directly without mak-
ing any prior assumptions about new BSM physics. We
have shown that the azimuthal angle !!MET!J in CC

events accompanied by a H boson at the LHeC is a
powerful and unambiguous probe of anomalous HWW
couplings, both of the CP -conserving and and the CP -
violating type, and is robust against uncertainties in the
exact Higgs boson mass and the PDF errors. We con-
clude that an integrated luminosity of around 10 fb!1

would su"ce to probe reasonably small values of these
couplings.
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•Parton energy smeared with:σ/E = 0.6/√E + 0.03

•Other selection cuts similar to Hbb study (backup)

•Background taken from Hbb study

•With 10fb-1, possible to test λ(λ’) ~ 0.2(0.3)
•Test normalized dist. - insensitive to PDF unc.



High-lumi LHeC - 1000fb-1 in 10y
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LHeC as Higgs Factory - also other modes (e.g. ττ)
worth studying (complementarity with LHC)



Interplay LHC-LHeC
•Very precise PDF & 
αS measurements 
from LHeC

•Much improved 
prediction of Higgs 
xsec at LHC 
(dominated by ggF)

•~0.3% uncertainty → 
sensitivity to mass 
measurement

•Needs NNNLO 
developments
(Anastasiou, Forte, Grojean, ...)
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further decay modes such as into fermions H ! ⌧⌧, cc, both challenging at the LHC, c involving a
second generation coupling, and also the H decay into bosons, WW, ZZ, ��, from a clean WW
initial state, the former delivering a potentially clean measurement of the H to WW coupling; iii)
with the specific ep configuration unique measurements of the CP properties are in reach with access
to CP odd admixtures and/or precision measurements of the CP even (SM) eigenvalues [18].
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Figure 3: NNLO calculation of the Higgs production cross section in pp scattering at the design LHC energy using
the iHixs program. The cross section is calculated at a scale of MH/2. The bands on the left side represent the
uncertainties of the various PDF sets available to NNLO as marked. The PDF4LHC convention excludes ABM11,
JR09VF, HERA and extreme values of ↵s arriving in this calculation to roughly 5% uncertainty from PDF variations
to which one would add an about 10% from scale uncertainty, as this picture looks di↵erent when MH is used, see
text, and about 5% due to ↵s. The full experimental uncertainty estimated with the LHeC PDFs, as detailed in the
CDR and plotted at the right column, is about 0.3%, with a similar uncertainty to be added from ↵s discussed above.
From these two sources therefore, the LHeC would provide the means to derive Higgs mass values from LHC cross
section measurements.

At the LHeC one probes new physics at the cleanly separated WWH and ZZH vertices with
a simpler final state, no pile-up and knowing the directions of the struck quark. Measurements of
couplings have to be precise as, for example, the H to WW and ZZ couplings, when measured with
better than 8% accuracy, could allow accessing a composite Higgs structure [19]. The prospects for
Higgs physics with the LHeC are remarkable and deserve to be studied deeper.

A salient further aspect of ep assisting to make the LHC a precision Higgs physics facility is the
superb measurement of the PDFs and ↵s in ep with the LHeC. The dominant production mode for
the Higgs in pp is gg fusion and therefore the cross section is proportional to the product of ↵s and
xg squared. The LHeC leads to a much improved determination of the gluon density over 5 orders of
magnitude in Bjorken x, extending to large x as is illustrated in Fig. 2. This is at the origin of a huge
improvement of the knowledge, based on pseudo LHeC data, of the Higgs production cross section
at the LHC, shown in Fig. 3 and calculated with iHixs [20], in comparison with the available NNLO

7

Unc. from
current PDFs

With PDFs
from LHeC

O. Brüning and M. Klein, arXiv:1305.2090



Summary
•Detailed study of Higgs property (coupling, CP...) 
is absolutely central in particle physics in the 
next decade.  LHC will of course do it.

•LHeC, with much cleaner experimental conditions
 (e.g. no pile-up) → LHeC + HL-LHC could be 
‘the’ next Higgs facility.
‒much stronger interplay with LHC than ILC/TLEP 
because it pins down PDFs and αS needed at LHC.

‒we have already half of it (LHC): just need an ERL.
‒ concrete ideas for 1034 option = 1ab-1: quantum leap 
in statistics.
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Summary (2)
•Studies in LHeC CDR: (with limited manpower)

‒Hbb measurement: S:N~1:1 achievable:
with 1ab-1 (10 years in high-lumi mode),
Hbb coupling precision down to 1%

‒Anomalous HWW: coupling easily testable at ~0.3

•More studies will be pursued. 
‒Detailed detector simulation (not PGS), optimization
‒ττ decay
‒charm decay (Hcc coupling)
‒Welcome to join in the efforts!
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Selection cuts for CP study
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FIG. 2: Azimuthal angle distributions in the SM and with
anomalous HWW couplings.

– in the limit ! ! 0 (or !! ! 0) we would naturally get
distributions which are practically indistinguishable from
the SM prediction. In our subsequent analysis, we shall
see how we can constrain the values of !,!! is a model-
independent way. We find it convenient to study the
cases of CP conserving anomalous couplings and CP -
violating anomalous couplings separately, for the CP -
conserving ! term will be generated even in the SM at
one-loop level, whereas the CP -violating !! will arise at
this order only if there is new BSM physics. Thus, in
Figure 2, we consider ! "= 0 when !! = 0 and vice versa.

In this, and the subsequent numerical analysis, we are
careful to use the exact formulae in Eqn. (4), convo-
luted with parton density functions from the CTEQ6L
set [16] as well as the MSTW-2008 set [17]. PDF errors
were estimated by running over all the available CTEQ6L
and MSTW LO data sets. We found that Hessian errors
and di!erences in fitting techniques between CTEQ and
MSTW PDFs do lead to fairly significant overall changes
in the overall cross-section, but when it comes to the nor-
malised distribution in azimuthal angle of Figure 2, the
di!erences turn out to be so small that they can practi-
cally be absorbed in the thickness of the lines shown on
Figure 2. We do not, therefore, include PDF uncertain-
ties in our error analysis. It is also worth noting that if we
vary the Higgs boson mass between 120 # 130 GeV, the
production cross-section changes somewhat, but again
this hardly a!ects the normalised distributions shown in
Figure 2.

In order to go beyond the simple-minded parton-level
study, however, it is necessary to apply kinematic cuts
and simulate the fragmentation of the partons to jets,
before a realistic estimate of the sensitivity of this pro-
cess to ! and !! can be estimated. These e!ects tend
to distort the characteristic curves shown in Figure 2 –
but not enough to disrupt their qualitative di!erences.
Instead of making a detailed simulation of the fragmen-
tation processes, however, we have smeared the par-
tonic energies with the hadronic energy relative resolu-
tion "E/E =

!
#2/E + $2 where # = 0.6 GeV1/2 and

$ = 0.03. This leads to a resolution of about 7% on the
invariant mass of the Higgs boson if we do not smear
the angular distribution of the jets. Once this is done,
we have made a detailed simulation based on the exact
kinematic criteria and e"ciencies adopted in Ref. [14],
which studies the same process from the point of view of
determining Hbb̄ coupling for a SM Higgs boson. These
criteria may be summarised as follows:

1. It is required that MET > 25GeV.

2. Presence of two b-partons with pbT > 30 GeV and
|%b| < 2.5. The invariant mass of these b-partons
must lie within 10 GeV of the Higgs boson mass.

3. Of the remaining partons, the leading one must
have pT > 30 GeV and 1 < % < 5. This will be
called the forward tagging parton.

4. We require #&MET"J > 0.2 rad for all the jets (J).

5. A veto on leptons (' = e, µ, () with p!T > 10 GeV
and |%!| < 2.5 is required.

6. The invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidate
and the forward tagging jet must be greater than
250 GeV.

7. b-tagging e"ciency: )b = 0.6 for |%b| < 2.5. The
mis-tagging factor for c and light quark jets is taken
as 0.1 and 0.01 respectively.

Taking all these criteria, the azimuthal distribution has
been simulated in 10 bins, each of width */5, and the
signal for each value of ! (!!) and SM backgrounds have
been calculated in each bin using the same formulae used
to create Figure 2. Assuming statistical errors dependent
on the integrated luminosity, L, we then determine the
sensitivity, for a given L, of the experiment to !,!! by
making a log-likelihood analysis. The background es-
timation has been taken from the studies described in
Ref. [18]. It may be noted that these criteria are opti-
mised for a Higgs mass of 120 GeV, as in in Ref. [14], and
could change marginally for the favoured range set by the
experimental collaborations [3]. However, such changes
hardly matter for the present analysis.
Our results are exhibited in Figure 3, where we present

95% exclusion plots for the anomalous couplings as a
function of L. The left panel shows the exclusion plot
for !, while the right shows the exclusion plot for !!.
It is clear from this figure that by the time the LHeC
has collected 10 fb"1 of data, we will be able to discover
anomalous couplings down to the level of 0.3 or lower, or
else to exclude such couplings and establish to that extent
that the HWW vertex indeed resembles the SM vertex.
We note that the process in question is somewhat more
sensitive to the CP -even coupling, as evidenced by the
narrower inaccessible region indicated on the left panel.
It is interesting to ask what happens if the energy

of the electron beam is di!erent from 140 GeV, as as-
sumed in the previous discussion. The azimuthal an-
gle distributions shown in Figure 2 hardly change as the
electron beam energy Ee is changed through 50 GeV to
200 GeV. The acceptance of the CC Higgs boson sig-
nal has been evaluated in [14]. If Ee is decreased while

1203.6285v2
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Higgs at LHeC

Signal
CC: H → bb (BR ~ 0.7 at MH=120GeV) 

σ・B~ 0.16 pb

at √s=2.05TeV

26

Kinematic distributions of generated Higgs
(mH=120GeV,  Ee=150GeV,  Ep=7TeV)

pT
H ηH

yJB Q2
JB

NOTE: The plots shown are from initial study 
for LHeC CDR (1206.2913) using Ee = 150GeV.
Results also given for 60GeV (see later).
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Selection of H→bb
• NC rejection

‒ Exclude electron-tagged events
‒ ET,miss > 20GeV
‒ Njet (pT > 20GeV) ≧ 3
‒ ET,total > 100GeV
‒ yJB < 0.9, Q2JB > 400GeV

• b-tag requirement
‒ Nb-jet (pT > 20GeV) ≧ 2

• Higgs invariant mass
‒ 90 < MH < 120GeV

• Single top rejection
‒ Mjjj,top > 250GeV
‒ Mjj,W > 130GeV

• Forward jet tagging
‒ ηjet > 2 (lowest η excluding b-tagged jets)

H→bb
CC BG
NC BG
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